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 iphone I have just done a full restore and upgrade on my mac book pro and now when I try to boot the computer from the dvd drive I get a message saying: disk0s4 is not recognized. Although I did back up my entire document folder, there were very few changes made during the upgrade. I am not sure what else I can do to get it to work. I have tried the instructions listed here which really made no
difference. I have also tried to boot into os x lion in safe mode which didn't work either. I don't want to reinstall os x lion, because I would loose all my data. I also noticed that one of the files which wasn't backed up was the folder.app that contained all the vpn settings. Is there any way that I can get that information back? I have done a full restore and upgrade on my mac book pro and now when I try

to boot the computer from the dvd drive I get a message saying: disk0s4 is not recognized. Although I did back up my entire document folder, there were very few changes made during the upgrade. I am not sure what else I can do to get it to work. I have tried the instructions listed here which really made no difference. I have also tried to boot into os x lion in safe mode which didn't work either. I
have done a full restore and upgrade on my mac book pro and now when I try to boot the computer from the dvd drive I get a message saying: disk0s4 is not recognized. Although I did back up my entire document folder, there were very few changes made during the upgrade. I am not sure what else I can do to get it to work. I have tried the instructions listed here 82157476af
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